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ABSTRACT 
We study functions u of the form (*) u(~,y)=~~,~A~(~)B~(y), mostly by 
means of two functional determinants, %Qu) and .!3”(u). A sample result is that if u 
has the form ( * ) on an open subset of a region G on which u is real analytic, then u 
must have this form (with possibly different A, and Bk) on all of G. We also study 
the representability of u(x, y) in the form (*), on a region G in which u is either n 
times differentiable or is merely continuous. The question whether the limit of 
functions of the form (*) is again of the form (*) is treated. Moreover, we study those 
functions of the form (*) that are solutions of some classical partial differential 
equations. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider functions of the form 
k=l 
They arise in several places in mathematics, notably in the separation of 
variables in partial differential equations (see Section 6). They are also 
interesting in their own right. Playing an important role in our study are two 
functional determinants. The first we call the Wronskian: 
a(‘+& 
*w,(u) = det ax(i) ayCi) 
(See [14] for the case n = 1.) 
1 i,j=O,l ’ ,...,n 
It is easy to see that if u has the form (0.1) with the A, and B, 
sufficiently differentiable, then ^w;,(u) = 0. In a rectangle R, we conversely 
show that if w”(u) = 0, but if wn_ i(u) nowhere vanishes, then u must have 
the form (0.1). For nonrectangular regions G, the vanishing of “w;,(u) is not 
as useful for obtaining global representations, except if we suppose that 
u(x, y) is real analytic on G. In this case, we show that if u has the form 
(0.1) on a small subregion of G, then not only does it have that form 
throughout G, but also u has a real analytic extension d to the “enveloping 
rectangle” 92 of G, and ii has the form (1) in 9. 
For global results, or for functions that are not differentiable, a second 
determinant is more useful: 
where we suppose that all the (n + 1)’ points (xi, yj) lie in G. We show 
easily that if u has the form (0.1) in G, then 9,(u) = 0. Conversely, and this 
is our main result, we show that if 9”(u) = 0 and 9,_ i(zr) & 0 in G, then u 
must have the form (0.1) throughout G. Here, the assertion “9”_i(zr) =& 0” 
has a special meaning that is explained in Section 4. We also give an example 
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of a polygonal region G and a sequence u,(x, y) = A,(x)&(y), where the 
A,,, Z3, may be chosen to be C” functions, that converges uniformly on G to 
a function u that does not have the form A(x)B(y) for any functions A(r) 
and B(y). 
In Section 6, we study “extended separation of variables”-when is a 
function u of the form (0.1) a solution of, say, Laplace’s equation u,, + uyy = 
O? We get some explicit new formulas for these solutions. 
This selection from our main results will serve as the introduction to our 
paper-there are numerous related results. For the most part, our methods 
are elementary, although several of the proofs are nonetheless complicated 
and long. 
Since this paper was written, we have learned of the earlier groundbreak- 
ing work of F. Neuman on the subject (see [7-g]). This work obtained our 
Theorem 1.1, Lemma 1.1, Theorem 3.1, and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. Our proofs 
are not different from Neuman’s, but since they are short, we include them 
for completeness and the convenience of the reader. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
By a region G, we mean a connected open nonempty 
Euclidean plane R x R. We consider functions u of the form 
subset of the 
k=l 
where each Ak(x) is defined on the projection I of G onto the x-axis, and 
each B,(y) is defined on the projection _Z of G onto the y-axis. In case the 
Ak(x) and B,(y) are all continuous functions, we write u E T,, (T for 
“tensor”). Where more details are to be provided, we write u E T,(G). If 
each Ak(x) E C(‘)(Z) and Z&(y) E C(“)(Z), we write u E T,“). The meaning of 
TAm) is clear. By Ti”), we mean that the Ak(x) and Z&(y) are real analytic on 
Z and Z respectively. By C (‘*“)(G), we mean those functions D(T, y) that are 
2 times continuously differentiable in x and m times continuously differen- 
tiable in y. By TCENn, we mean those functions u of the form (1.1) where the 
Ak(x) and Z&(y) are entire functions of their (now complex) variables. 
Similarly, TcMER) is the corresponding notion for mmomorphic functions. 
Finally, we define T = U, T,,, allowing also for possible superscripts. Clearly, 
T is a ring. 
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If u E C”,“)(G) and (x, y) E G, we define the Wronskian 
. 
Thus, 
wl( u) = w-(u) = uuxy - U,UY) 
%@I = 
and so on. 
u % xx u 
*y %y %Y ) 
u 
YY 
I_4 XYY u XXYY I 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zj-u E Ti”‘, then Yqu) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that u has the form (1.1) with the Ak(r) E C’“‘(Z) and 
the Bk( y) E C(“‘( J). Write 
so that 
t&y> = (4x)3(~)), 
where (. , - ) denotes the inner product 
(A(x),B(y)) = t A~(+&(Y)~ 
k=l 
Let Di be the operator of i-fold differentiation with respect to x, and 0; be 
that of j-fold differentiation with respect to y. Then [ DiA,(r)] is an 
(n + 1) x r~ matrix .a?. Similarly, [D/B,(y)] is an (n + 1) X n matrix 28. 
Consider the (n + 1) X (R + 1) matrix 
e”(u) = zD;A,(x)D,iB,(y) = .d.?&. 
k I 
Clearly, wn(u) = det g”(u). But the rank of the product &gt cannot 
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exceed the minimum of the ranks of its factors. Clearly, rank _z? < n. Hence 
rank%Qu)=O, and thus %Qu)=O as the determinant of an (n+l)X 
(n + 1) singular matrix. n 
We include the next result more for amusement than for edification. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f(z) be an entire fin&m, and let u(x,y)= 
f(x + y). Then u E T CENT) if and only if f(z) is an exponential polynomial 
-that is, a finite sum II pj(z)exp A jz. 
Proof. The “if” part is true because TcENv is a ring and because 
each exp h jz E TtEw and each pi(z) E TcEm also. Conversely, suppose 
that f(x + y)~ TcENT). Then 0= rjlm[f(x + y)] = W(f,f,..., f(“))(x + y), 
where W is the ordinary Wronskian. Hence (see [18, pp. 102-1031) 
f(z), f’(z), . . . , f(“)(z) are linearly dependent over C. In other words, f(z) 
satisfies a linear differential equation with constant coefficients, and the 
“only if” part follows directly. n 
We remark that it follows from this result that 
sin( x + y ) 
I_&= 
r+Y 
GT, 
even though sin(x + y) E T and (x + y) E T and x -t Y divides sin(x + Y) US 
an entire function. 
Now, given the region G, select x,, ,..., r,, Ya,. .., Y, such that (xi, Yj) E G 
for i,j=O,l,..., n,anddefine 
Thus 
%4 = %W = 4x0, YOM~I~ Y,) - 4x0, Y,b(X,~ Yo). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Zf u E T,, , then 9”(u) = 0 for all appropriate choices 
of x,,...,x,,y,,..., yn. (In this case, we write 9”(u) = 0.) 
Proof. (Much like that of Proposition 1.1). Let 
LZT = [ Ak( ri)] be the (n + 1) X n matrix, 
LS?= [P,(yj)] bethe(n+l)Xn matrix, 
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so that 
[U(Xi,Yj)] =d@. 
But rank( .a?@) < rank .& < n and hence 9,,u = 0. w 
Let u be defined on G. We define 3?(u) = {(x, y) E G : u(x, y) = O}. We 
say that a subset _,H of G is a Mondrian if (x,, y,,) E & implies that either 
{(x,,y)~G} CA or {(x,~,)=j CA 
(or both). We use this term because of Piet Mondrian’s famous linear 
paintings (see [6]). It is clear that if u = A(x)B(y) in G, then S?“(u) is a 
Mondrian. 
DEFINITION. The representation u = X:=1 A,(x)B,(y) on .42 = Z x J is 
called minimal if Ai(x),. A,(x) are linearly independent on Z and 
B,(Y),..., B,,(y) are linearly independent on J. 
We remark, using the notation 
so that u = (A, B), that if T is a nonsingular constant matrix such that 
x(x) = T-A(x) and B(y) = (Tt)-‘B(y), then (A(r), B(y)) = (A(x), B(y)). 
This has the following converse. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u=C~_rAi(x)Bi(y) and ~=E~=~~~(x)~~(y) be 
two minimal representations of u on 6% = I x J. Then m = n and there exists 
a unique constant non-sing&r matrix T such that x(r) = T-A(x) and 
B(y) = (Tt)-‘*B(y). 
(We are using the above notation 
, 
and so on.) 
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A ” Mondrian ” 
FIG. 1 
Proof. We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. If&(x) ,..., f,(x) are linf3arly independent functions on I, 
then there exist x1,. . . , x, E Z such that det[&(xj)li, j=l ,,,,, n Z 0. 
Proof of the lemma Proceeding by induction on n, we suppose that 
that for all x E I, 
= 0. 
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Expanding by the last column, we see that fr(r), . . . , f,(x) are linearly 
dependent. This contradiction proves the lemma. n 
We now return to the proof of the theorem. By the lemma, there exist 
z 
,..., Y,EJ such that det[Bi(y.)li j=l _,., .#O. Substituting y=y, ,..., y, 
the equality CI”,,A,(x)B,(y) L Ej,,k-,(x)B,(y), we obtain a system of 
linear equations for A,(x), . . . , A,(x), whose determinant is det[Bj(y,)] # 0. 
Hence ~j(r)=Cr!,TjkAk(~), j=l,...,n. It follows that n<m, and by 
symmetry that m < n, so that m = n. Hence x(x) = TA(x), where T is a 
constant square matrix. Similarly we obtain that A(x) = 7%((x). Hence 
(TT - Z)A( x) = 0. (*) 
By the lemma, there exist x1,. . . , 
Substituting these xi, . . . , x, 
x,, E Z such that $et[Ai(rj)];, j=l ,,,,,” # 0. 
in ( * ), we obtain TT = I. Hence 2’ is non- 
singular. 
Since (A(x), B( y )) = (A< x), B( y )) and A(x) = TA( x), it follows that 
(A(x), B(y) - T’B(y)) = 0. _As before, taking x1,. . .L~, E Z such that 
det[Ai(xj)] f 0, we obtain T”B(y) = B(y) and therefore B(y) = (T’)-‘B(y). 
To prove that T is unique, suppose x(x) = T*A(x) = T,*A(r). Then 
(T-T,)A(r)=O. Oncemoretaking x,,...,r,~Zsuchthatdet[A,(x~)] ~0, 
we obtain T, = T. n 
The next theorem gives some formulas for ?Iy,-note that we write 
w(u) = wl( u). Formulas (i)-(vi) are proved by direct computation. Some 
more formulas are proved towards the end of Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. 
(i) “w( uu) = u27V( u) + u2?K( 0). 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
w-( eU) = e2%,,. 
Zf u E Tl then Wn( uu) = d” + “Wn( u). 
Proofof(uii). Let A be a determinant. If we delete the ith row and the 
jth column of A, we obtain a new determinant, which will be denoted by 
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Ai,j. Similarly, if we delete the ith and jth rows and the kth and Zth 
columns of A, we obtain a determinant that will be denoted by A,, j;k,l. 
Suppose that A is of order n + 2. Then by [19], 
A n+l,n+z;n+l,n+z.A = t::;‘;“: ;::;‘;;; . 
Let us use (#) for A = Wn+ 1( u). Clearly, 
A n+2,n+!2= KW and An+l,n+%n+l,n+2 = -ty,-,(4* 
Furthermore, 
au an-b 
u ax "* ad-l 
A n+z,n+1= : 
anu an+b a2n-lu 
- ~ . . . 
ayn afpax arlayn 
awm) = 
ax * 
an+b 
ax n+l 
a2n+lu 
ax n+lay* 
Sima=ly, An+l,n+2 =wm.wY and A”+~,~+~ = wmwax ay. BY 
(#) we have 
2. THE ANALYTIC CASE 
DEFINITION. Let G be a region in W X W. The enveloping rectangle 
9 = R, of G is the intersection of all the open rectangles that contain G and 
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whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. Thus, 9 = Z X J where I is 
the projection of G on the x-axis, and J on the Y-axis. 
In certain cases, 9 could be a strip or half strip, etc. 
We say that an analytic function f(x) of one variable is differentially 
algebraic (DA) if it satisfies an algebraic differential equation (ADE) 
P(x, w(x), w’(x) )...) uF(x)) = 0, 
where P is a polynomial in all its variables. A function u(x, y) of two 
variables is DA if it is a DA function of x for each fixed y, and of y for each 
fixed x. (See [lo] for several equivalent definitions.) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a region in R x [w, 
rectangle. Suppose u(x, y) is (real) analytic in G, 
little open patch 9 in G where u has the form 
k=l 
and .?Z its enveloping 
and suppose there is a 
(*> 
where each A&, B, E D” (i.e. is n times differentiable.) Then there are 
analytic functions A,(x), B,(y) on Z and J respectively such that 
u(T> y> = 5 A,(x)Bk(d forall (x,y)~G. W> 
k=l 
But then (#) gives an analytic continuation of u to all of 9?. Moreover, if u 
is differentially algebraic, then we may choose the xk and Bk to be 
differentially algebraic. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We take n as small as possible so that ( * ) holds, 
where we suppose, without loss of generality, that 9 is a rectangle with 
horizontal and vertical sides. By Proposition 1.1, we conclude that wn( u)(x, y) 
vanishes identically on 9, and hence on G, by analytic continuation. We 
write (*) as 
u(z, Y) = (A(x), B(Y)), (**I 
where A(x)=(Ar(x),..., A,(r))’ and B(y) =(B,(y),..., B,(y))‘. Since n is 
minimal, A,(x),..., A,(r) are linearly independent, and B,(y), . . . , B,(y) are 
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linearly independent. Choosing xi,. . . , x,, appropriately, then, we will have 
the matrix [Aj(xi)]i,j=l,,,,,n invertible. Substituting xi,...,x, for z in (*) 
successively, then, we see that for suitable constants 
‘j(Y) = i biju(xi* Y>T j=l,...,n, 
i=l 
if all (xi, y) E 9, so that B(y) is analytic on the projection of 9 on the 
y-axis. Similarly, A(x) is analytic on the projection of 9 on the x-axis. Let H 
be a maximal open superset of 9, H c G, on which A(x) and B(y) have 
analytic continuations. We will prove that H = G, which is the conclusion of 
our theorem. 
If H # G, then (say by Sublemma 4.1 of Section 4), there is a horizontal- 
vertical rectangle R contained in G that intersects H but is not a subset of 
H. We will prove that A(x) and B( y ) both have analytic continuations to 
R U H, which contradicts the maximality of H. As argued above, we have a 
representation 
u(x, Y) = (qx), B(Y)) for (x, y) E R, 
where x(x) and B(y) are analytic in R. But by Lemma 4.1 of Section 4, if 
R* is a horizontal-vertical rectangle in H n R, then there is a constant 
invertible matrix T such that 
A(r) = TX(x), B(y) = (T’) -S(y). 
By analytic continuation, these formulas hold in H n R, and we may use 
them to define analytic continuations of A(x) and B(y) to R U H. The proof 
of Theorem 2.1 is complete. n 
COROLLARY (to the proof). Let G be an open region as above, and 
suppose that -tY-,(u)(r, y) = 0 on G, where u(x, y) is analytic on G. Then u 
has the fm ( * ), where each AL(x), Bk( y) is analytic on I, 1 respectively. 
We need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let fo(x, y), fi(r, y), . . . , fn(x, y) be analytic functions 
on the region G of Theorem 2.1. Then there exist functions 
C,(Y)9 C,(Y), . . *9 C”(Y), not all zero, each analytic on I, such that 
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C~z~Ci(Y).J$(X>y)=O forall (x,Y)EG, iffd only ~fdet[D~fjli,j=O,l,...,n 
= 0 for all (x, y) E G. Furthermore, in case all the x(x, y) are differentially 
algebraic, we may choose all the C,(y) to be differentially algebraic. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of a result of Ritt (see [ll, Chapter 
II, $22, pp. 34-36]), where it is proved that if 9 is a differential field, and 
vi,. . . , ql, are elements of 9, then the ni are linearly dependent over the 
constants (those elements whose derivatives are zero) if and only if 
det[n$jP’)]i,j=i ,,,,, ,=O. 
In the first case, we choose g to be the field of quotients of real analytic 
functions on G, and in the second case, it is the subfield of all quotients of 
differentially algebraic real analytic functions on G. n 
The next theorem implies that the units in the rings TcENP and TcMER) 
are exactly the functions exp[h(x) + k(y)], where h(x) and k(y) are entire 
functions of the complex variables x and y. It is only here in our paper that 
we use nonelementary analysis-in particular some Nevanlinna theory. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ~(x,y)=Z~=~A~(x)B~(y), where Ai and Bj(y) 
are linearly independent entire functions. Suppose that u(x, y), A(x), and 
B(y) are entire functions such that u. u = A(r)B(y). Then u = R(x)S(y), 
i.e. u ET,. 
Proof. As remarked in the introduction, ZZ’(A(x)B(y)) is a (onedimen- 
sional) Mondrian, where %” denotes the zero set. Since Z?“(U) c %“( A( x)B( y )) 
and u is entire (supposing u doesn’t vanish identically), we claim that Z(u) 
must be a Mondrian. For by [12, p. 131, Z?‘(u) locally consists of a certain 
finite number of sheets. (Here, we take account of multiplicity.) By 
[2, Theorem 3.10, p. 981, each sheet is locally a one-dimensional complex 
analytic manifold. Suppose now that u(x,, yO) = 0, and let u be a sheet of 
Z?(u) that contains (x,, yO). It is easy to see that either u L {(x0, y): y EC} 
or u c {(x, ye) : x E C }, and the claim is established. 
Hence, there exist entire functions A(x) and B(y) such that %“(u) = 
5?“(/&x)&y)). Thus u(x, y)/(&x)&y)) does not vanish. Hence 
4x7 Y) = eh(x.Y) 
&mY) * 
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Let A,(x) = Aj(r)/A(r) and B,(y) = B,(y)/&y). Then Ai(x) and Bj(y) 
are meromorphic and 
CA,(x)B,(y) = eh@*y). (I) 
Since the ii are linearly independent, it follows from the proof of Lemma I.1 
that there exist yi,. . . , y, such that det [&(yj)li, j=l,,,,,n_l f 0 and 
det[&(yj)]i,j=r,_,,,” z 0. (Note the index sets on these matrices.) For i = 
1 ,***, n - 1, we set h,(x) = h(x, yi). Substituting y = y,, . . . , y,- i, y in (l), 
we get 
f Aj(X)Sj(yi) = ehc(x), i=1,2,...,n-1 
j=l 
i$lij(x)8j(y) = eh(x,y), 
which we consider as a system of linear equations for A,(x), . . . , A,(x). The 
determinant 9(y) of this system is not identically zero, since 9(y,) = 
det [ Bi( yj)] i, j_ i,, , n z 0. By Cramer’s rule, we obtain in particular that 
A,(x) = C Ci( y)eLicX) + Ceh(x*y), 
i=l 
(2) 
where C = det [~:,(Y~)]~,~=~,,,,,~_~ f 0. Hence A”,(r) [and similarly 
Ai(x),Bi(y) for i=l,...,n] are entire functions. 
If -C,(y) = 0 for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, then A,(x) = Ceh@*y), in which case 
E~=1Aj(~)8j(y)=(1/C)A,(r). Therefore 
U(X, y) = e Aj(x)Bj(y) = ;A,(x)&)d(y) E Tl. 
j=l 
But if not all Ci( y) are identically zero [for example if C,(y) f 01, then we 
have from (2) that Z~~irCi(y)ehi(‘) + Ce*(‘*y) = xyiiiCi(z)ehi(*) + Ceh(“*y) 
for all y, 2 EC. 
Since if n = 1 there is nothing to prove, we may take n > 1. We may now 
apply the H-O lemma (holding y fixed) (see [4] and also [3]) to get, say, 
Ceh(x,y) = d(y)C,(y)e’lcX). 
[The H-O lemma asserts that if C;= ra j(z)exp hi(z) = a,(z), where the 
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a&z) and hi(z) are entire functions that satisfy certain growth conditions, 
then the exphj(z) must be linearly dependent in pairs over C.] Thus, 
eh(x*y) = i;(x);(y), and thus 
CAjCx)‘j(Y) = 6(x)6(Y), 
and consequently 
~Aj(x)Bj(y) = A(x)C(r)$y)d(y) E Ti. n 
COROLLARY. If [cAi(~)Bi(Y)l[CCi(x>D~(Y)] = 4x)&y), where the 
Ai, Bi,Ci, Dj, A, and B are all mmmurphic in the whole complex plane, 
then EAi(x)Bi(y) E T, and CCi(x)Di(y) E Tl. 
We note that TcENr) is a ring-actually an algebra. It is possible to ask 
many natural questions about the structure of this ring, like “What are the 
maximal ideals?” We content ourselves with the remark that if I, is the ideal 
generated in T CENT) bysin2”(x+y)for n=O,+l,f2,..., then {In} isan 
example of a chain of ideals that is both infinitely ascending and infinitely 
descending. We finally remark that on, say, the square {(x, y) E C : 5 < x < 6, 
5 < y -C S}, the function u = x + y E T2 doesn’t even come close to zero, yet 
is not invertible in T. 
Next, we use the corollary to Theorem 2.1, along with the abstract 
methods of differential algebra, to show that there must exist formulas of a 
certain kind [relating, for instance, %‘-(u) and w(u,)]. We have succeeded 
in finding one of these formulas explicitly, but in general, algebraic ingenuity 
is required, since the algorithm for producing these formulas is probably 
impractical. 
For our main example, if u(x, y) is an analytic function of the form 
u = A(x)B(y), then u, = A’(x)B(y), and thus by Proposition 1.1, %‘-(uX) = 0. 
But by the abovementioned corollary, if w(u) = 0, then u = A(x)B(y). We 
therefore have the implication, for analytic functions u(x, y), that YY( u) s 0 
* w(u,) = 0. By Ritt’s differential form of the NuZZ.steZkn.satz (see [ll, pp. 
87, 176), then, there must exist a positive integer r and finitely many 
differential polynomials A, such that an identity (between differential poly- 
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nomials) holds: 
33 
A,( w( u))‘? 04 
where the superscript (1~) denotes partial derivatives to be taken according 
the multiindex (Y running over the finite set &. 
Here are a few more words of explanation. We have two differential 
polynomials P and Q. [In our case, Q(U) = w(u) = uuzy - u,uI and P(U) 
= Yq U,) = U,z&/ - u,..uXY.] We know, by one means or another, that for 
every function u that is analytic in an arbitrary region, Q(U) = 0 implies 
P(U) = 0 (which we will write as PS Q). The NuZl.steZZetwatz hen concludes 
that P must belong to the radical differential ideal generated by Q, i.e., 
which we write as P c Q. (In our case, we have taken P and Q to be 
autonomous differential polynomials. That is, they do not explicitly involve 
the independent variables x and y. In case they do, this should be taken care 
of by allowing the A, to be polynomials in x and y as well as in u.) 
In [15], Seidenberg gave a cmtructive proof of this Nullstellensatz. So, 
in any particular case, given P and Q, we can find r and the P, by an 
explicit algorithm. 
Before we turn to explicit formulas, let us observe that the procedure we 
have just illustrated generates an infinite number of formulas of the type 
described. We briefly discuss two more cases. 
First, if u is analytic, and u = A(x)B(y), then U, +5u2 = A’(x)B(y)+ 
~A(x)~B’(~)~, so that Ps Q, where P(u) = V2(u, + Suf), and Q(U) = 
w(u). Hence P G Q, and we obtain a formula of the form (##) connecting 
this P and Q. 
Also, if u = A(x)B(y) + C(x)D(y) E T,, then u, = A’(r)B( y) + 
C’(r)D(y) E T,, so that, by our process, we again obtain a formula of type 
(##), this time connecting 7K2(u) and %?s(u,). The possibilities are endless. 
The following formula is not strictly of the form (##), but it is close, and 
interesting in its own right. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. 
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Proof. 
Uy’ Uxyk . *. Urn+ lyk 
u u, **. Z++-l 
. . . 
uy uxy . ’ * Ux”+ly 
Uy” u 
XY” **- Yx”+‘y” 
n-1 
= 0, k=l,...,n. 
uykW,( uX) + c ( - l)‘yXiyk.Ai + ( - l)“~,,~’ 
aK(4 
i=l 
ax 
+ ( - l)“+lu,n+lykwn(u) = 0, k=l,...,n. 
I 
uyK( u,) 
det +( - l)“%ny’ 
a-w;lw 
ax 
+ ( - 1) n +lU,“+ly’?q u) 
i-0 
( - l)iu,iy~ 
i=l,...,n-1 
I 
n 
= 0. 
k-l 
Expanding with respect to the first column, we obtain the example. 
For n = 1 we have 
q%%) - %y 
dW(u) 
ax 
+ uxxyw-( u) = 0. 
But we also have 
UW(UX) - % 
aw(4 
ax + u,,w-(u)= 0. 
Indeed, 
and we expand by the first row. 
= 0 
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The next example (Example 2.2) really is of the form (##), but the final 
example (Example 2.3) is only close. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. 
Proof. 
uy %y %qJ 
u u, u,, = 0 * qf-(4 = uxy 
aw4 
- - %,ye4. (* *> 
% U U 
ax 
ru XXY 
Differentiating ( * ) and ( * * ) with respect to X, we obtain 
aeh) a2w+) 
%-w(%)= --21 ax +u, ar2 - %?-(49 
%y~(ux) =- uy 
aw(u,) a2w-(u) 
ax +Q ax2 - %*Jw4* 
Multiplying the first equation by u,_, and the second by - uxx, and taking 
the sum, we obtain 
+ bL,,%zxy - %,&$%4 + b&/ - %y%J 
a%9+) 
ar2 . 
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It follows that 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Set 
u u. xx ... ++I 
y/ %y . . . U,n+1 Y 
A=. . 
Then 
ff,. Uxy” . . * Ux”ily” 
[Wn(uJ]2=Wn(u,,)Vn(u)+ gW”(u,, - A- “2;;ux’. 
REMARK. If n = 1, then 
and we obtain the previous example. 
Proof. 
2$/k t&k Uxxyk * . 
U % U . . xx 
uy %y %y . . 
Uy” Uxy” Uxxy” *. 
U,.t 1$/t 
ux.+l 
Uxn+l 
y =o, k=O,...,n. 
U,.+ly” 
It follows that, with hi being the cofactor of the zeroth row and ith column, 
n-1 
u&(ux) + c ( - l)iu,,y’Ai + ( - l)“~,.~’ 
a%(u) 
i=l 
ax 
+ ( - l)“+lux.+ly’wn(u) = 0.
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Differentiating with respect to x, we obtain 
%y@x u(x) +Uy’ 
aw”(uJ “-1 
ax 
+ c (- l)iu,<+,y~Ai 
i=l 
n-1 8Ai 
+ c ( - l)iu,,I*-g +( - lp,ny 
a%(4 
i-l 
ax2 
+ ( - l)n+lU*.+zyk~~( U) + ( - l)n+lU,n+lyk 
ws4 
ax = 0. 
Let A, (k = 0,. . . , n) be the cofactor of the first column in WO(u,). Multiply- 
ing the previous equation by A, and taking the sum for k = 0,. . . , n, we 
obtain 
Up+Py u . . . 
+(-,)“+l : :xry 
fix”+1 : y %gu)=O. 
Since A, = A, and since the determinant in the last term is ( - l)“^w;,(~,,), 
we have proved the example. n 
It would be nice if our result (Proposition 1.1 and the Corollary to 
Theorem 2.1) extended to arbitrary partial differential fields L of characteris- 
tic zero with two commuting derivatives, which we may designate a/ax and 
a/a y. Such a result would say, in this context that, given u E L, there exist 
A, and B, in L, k = 1,. . . , n, with aA,/ay = aB,/ax = 0 for such k, such 
that u = C~=,A,B, if and only if W”(u) = 0. 
This, however, is not correct, as one sees by taking u = e’+Y in the field 
L = Cl{ e’+Y}, the diff erential subfield of the field of all meromorphic func- 
tions on 6: 2 that is generated by e ‘+Y and the rational numbers. If one allows 
the A, and B, to he in differential extension fields of L, though, then one 
can prove the foUowing result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let L be a difjbrential field of characteristic zero with 
two commuting partial derivatives a/ax and a/a y. Then WJ u) = 0 if and 
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only if there exists an extension LA of L and elements A, ,..., A,,; B, ,..., B,, 
ofL^with~A,/ay=aB,/ax=Ofork=1,...,nsuchthatu=~3;=1AkBk. 
The proof uses the following result, which is a theorem proved in [16, 171. 
SEIDENBERG'S PRINCIPLE. Zf a theorem T(L) holds for the (partial) 
diffmentiul field L provided it holds for all subfield-s L* of L that are finite 
differential extensions of the rational field Q, and if it holds whenever L is a 
diffmential field of meromorphic fin&ions on a region in C”, then it holds 
fm arbitrary L. 
(Here, m is the number of partial derivatives in L.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We first prove the “only if” part, which looks 
harder. Let T(L) be the assertion that if u E L and 71v;,( u) = 0, then for some 
extension field LA of L, there are elements A,, B, as required. Suppose 
T(L*) holds for every differential subfield L* of L that is finite over Cl!. Take 
uELwith-W^,(u)=O.ThenuEQ{u}=L*,say.Let L#beanextensionof 
L*, whose existence is guaranteed by our hypothesis, in which u = CA,B,. 
Let LA be a simultaneous differential field extension of L# and L. It is clear 
that L* works. 
Since our Theorem 2.1 handles the “analytic case” (any field L of 
meromorphic functions on a region in C2, where we take LA to be the field 
of all meromorphic functions on that region), the Seidenberg principle allows 
us to conclude that Z’(L) holds for arbitrary L. 
For the implication in the opposite direction, let T(L) now be this reverse 
implication. The proof goes the same way, except that we now take 
L*=Q{u.A,(~),...,A,(~),B,(Y),...,B,(Y)}. n 
We end this section with a result about w”(u) when u is a formal power 
series. 
For any field F, we denote by F[[ x]] (F[[x, y]]) the algebra, over F, of 
formal power series in x (in r and y). Similarly, for any algebra .Q? over F, 
.& [[ x]] will denote the algebra of formal power series with coefficients in &. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a j&&I of characteristic zero, and u(x, y) E 
F[[x, y]]. Then u(x, y) has a mprzsentation in the fm u(x, y) = 
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C~_‘,,Ai(x)Bi(y), whereA,(x)EF[[x]] andBi(y)~F[[y]] fori=l,...,n, if 
and only if 7dy,( u) = 0. 
Proof. If u =Zy_i Ai(x)Bi(y), then the proof of Proposition 1.1 carries 
over without change. For the other direction, we require the following 
lemma, whose straightfonvard proof we defer until the end. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a field of characteristic zero, SS? be an algebra 
over F with m divisors of zero, and let ao(x),a,(x),...,a,,(x)EF[[x]]. 
Consider the linear homogeneous diffaential equation 
d”u 
aJx1j-p + .. + +a,(x)g+a,,(x)u=O. (24 
Zf this system has a solution in &‘[[x]], then there exist k (k < n) solutions 
u,(x),..., uk(x) in d[[x]] such that an arbitrary solution u(x) E d[[x]] has 
the fm u(x) = IL:= 1 ciui( x), where the ci are elements of d. 
REMARK. The possibility k < n can actually happen, as the example 
x2y’ + y = 0 shows, where n = 1 and k = 0, since there are 1~) power-series 
solutions. 
Let us continue the proof of the theorem. We suppose that ^ty( u) = 0. 
We prove that the required A,(r) and Bi( y) exist. Consider 
u, au/ax,..., a”u,Qx” as elements of .%?[[y]], where ?8= F[[x]]. The 
equality ^jlm(u) = 0 just says that the ordinary Wronskian of 
u, au/ax,..., a "u/ax" is equal to zero. Hence these functions are linearly 
dependent over .%?‘, which means that there exist a,,(x), . . . , a,(x) E F[[ x]] 
such that 
a,(x)= + . . . + a,(x)u = 0. 
Thus, in Lemma 2.2 we may take .& = F[[y]] to obtain that 
u(x, Y) = 5 ci(Y)ui(x)T 
i=l 
(2.2) 
where USE F[[x]] and c,(y)~F[[y]]. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. n 
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Proof of Lerrlmu 2.2. Let 
U(X)= f. pixiYPiEd 
i=O 
(2.3) 
m 
Uj(X) = c UjiXi, uji E F; j = 0,. . .) n. (2.4) 
i=O 
Substituting in (2.2) we obtain an infinite system of linear equations for 
the unknown coefficients p,, pi,. . . . These equations have coefficients in F, 
and each equation has only a finite number of terms. If the system (2.2) has a 
solution, then this system of linear equations also has a solution. Using the 
usual linear elimination procedure, we see that the general solution of this 
system may be described as follows. There exists a subset S of C = (0, 1, . . . } 
and elements b,, of F for each 1y E S and /? E C \ S, such that the general 
solution has the form 
PO = c b,spa, ,f3EC\S. (2.5) 
t%GS 
Note that each of these sums has only finitely many nonzero terms. Fix OL E S, 
and in the formula (2.5), take p, = 1, and pa, = 0 if (Y’ E S but (Y’ # (Y. Using 
(2.5), we obtain the corresponding solution of the equation (2.2). We will 
denote this solution by u,(x), and we note that u,(x) E F[[x]]. These 
solutions u,(x) for LY running over S will be called the fundamental solutions, 
and they are obviously linearly independent over ~2. On the other hand, any 
n+l solutions ur,z+,...,u,+i of (2.2) must be linearly dependent over &, 
because (2.2) shows that the final row of the Wronskian of ui,. . . , u,+ 1 is a 
linear combination of the preceding rows. Therefore, the Wronskian of 
ui, * f * 3 u ,,+ 1 vanishes. It follows by the proof of Lemma 2.1 that ui,. . . , u,+ I 
are linearly independent over .z!. Hence there are only a finite number k, 
k < n, of fundamental solutions of (2.7), and the lemma is proved. n 
3. THE DIFFERENTIABLE CASE 
PROPOSITION 3.1. On the square B= {(x, y):O<x<2, O< y<2}, 
there is a function u E C(m,m)( 95’) such that Tl( u) = 0 but u $5 T,( 9). 
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Proof. Let u=Ofor{(x,y):O<x~l,1~y~2}andalsofor{(x,y):l 
< x c 2, 0 < y < l}. For {(r, y):O < x < 1, 0 < y < l}, let u = A,(x)&(y), 
where A i(x) and Br(y) are C” functions supported in [0, 11, but neither of 
them identically zero. Similarly, in {(x, y) : 1 < x < 2, 1 < y < 2}, let u = 
A,(r)Ba(y), where A,(x) and B,(y) are C” functions, not = 0, supported 
in [ 1,2]. It is easy to check that “w,(u) = 0 in %‘. On the other hand, O(u) is 
not a Mondrian, so u does not have the form A(r)B(y) on 9’. n 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u E C(“,“) on 9= I x J, and suppose that ^tu;,_,(u) 
# 0 at aZE points ofa and that Wn(u) E 0 on 9. Then u = C;;,’ AL(x)&(y), 
where Ak(x) E C(“)(Z) and B,(y) E C(“)(J) for k = O,l,. . . , n - 1. 
REMARK. Since this paper was written, it has come to our attention that 
this result was proved earlier by F. Neuman in [7-91. For the sake of 
completeness, we include a proof here. 
Proof Consider the following system of linear homogeneous equations 
with respect to the unknown quantities c,, ci,. . , , cn: 
c,u + clD$ + * . . + C”q!lU = 0, 
(3.1) 
where 
J(P+qIu 
D P+Q = 
xv u (y,(P) dy’9’ . 
The determinant of (3.1) is Wn(u) = 0. Hence the rank of (3.1) is < n. Since 
%‘_iu # 0 on S, the system (3.1) is equivalent to the system 
cou + qD;u + . . . + c,,D,“nu = 0, 
(3.2) 
c,D% + r+DXnym-,u + . . - + c,D 2n-1 
Y” 
*“Y”-‘U = 0. 
Take c,, = 1, and consider (3.2) as a system of equations for c,, cr, . . . , c,_ 1. 
Since the determinant of this system is W* _ i(u) # 0, the system has a unique 
solution ci = a,(x, y). i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. It is clear that ai(x, y) E Cc’*‘) 
on 2. 
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Substituting ci = u i(x, y), i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, and c, = 1 in (3.1) we get 
a,u + * * - + a,_1 0;:tu + D,“.u = 0, 
(3.3) 
a,D;u+ -a .+a _ D2tT1u+D2” ” 1 x” y” x”y”u = 0. 
Now differentiating the first n equations of (3.3) with respect to y, we obtain 
a D”u+D’a .D”-‘u+ 0 Y” YO Y”’ ... +an_,D$$.u+ D&_,.D,2,“_;&1u+ D:Cyy.u=O. 
(3 *4) 
Using (3.3), we may rewrite (3.4) in the form 
D;a,,.u + . . . + D;u,_~. Dx”,% = 0, 
(3.5) 
D$Q- D,n,Ttu + . . . + D;u,_,. D$y~% = 0. 
Since the determinant of (3.5) is ^/y-,_ r(u) # 0, we obtain Dsfai = 0, i = 
0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Hence a, = ai for i = O,l,..., n - 1, where all the ai are 
continuous on 1. We now proceed much as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Consider u(x,y) as a function of r, and denote u(x,y)= A(x), for some 
fixed y E .Z, say y = y,. Then the first equation in (3.3) may be rewritten in 
the form 
a&x)u + . * * + a,_,(x)D,n,:!u + D,",u = 0. (3.6) 
This is a nonsingular homogeneous linear differential equation for u(x, y,,). 
Let x,, E I, and let Al(x) be a solution of (3.6) that satisfies 
DiAj(xe) = 6i,, i,j=O,l ,...,?I - 1. (3.7) 
Each Ai is defined for all x E I, and Ai E Cc”), for j = O,l,. . . , n - 1. 
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Hence u(x, y) = Z;r,’ A j(x)Z3j( y). By (3.9, Bj(y) = D,$(zq,, y), and there- 
fore Bj( y) E C(“‘( j) for j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Thus, the theorem is proved. n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a region in 08 X IR, and suppose that Wn(u) = 0 
on G. Then there exists an open dense subset G’ of G such that for any 
(x, y) E G’, there exists a (rectangular) neighborhood U of (x, y) in G’ such 
that u E T,(U). 
Proof. The proof is an easy application of Theorem 3.1. Let G,_ i = 
{(x, y) E G: wn_i(u) # O}. If G,_, is dense in G, then Theorem 3.1 may be 
applied locally to rectangles in G,_ i. Otherwise, let K,_ i = {(x, y) E 
G: wn_i(u) = O}., where * denotes the interior of the indicated set. Let 
G,_, = {(r, y) E K,_i: Vn_s(u) # 0). By Theorem 3.1 with n replaced by 
n - 1, we see that on rectangles 5%’ in G, _a, u E T,_ i( 9), and a fortiori, 
u E T,,(9). Repeating this step, we get regions G,_,, G,,_a,...,Gi [where 
%‘&u) means simply u]. But clearly, on the interior of 9(u), u locally has 
therepresentationu=OXO.SinceG’=%”(u)’UG,U...UG,_,isadense 
open subset of G, we are done. n 
COROLLARY. Zf -W,(u)=Oand Wn(u)=OonG, thenWm+,(u+u)rO 
and Wmn(uu) = 0 on G. Hence the set of all u E C(msm)(G) such that 
%Qu) = 0 on G for some n = n(u) forms a ring. 
COROLLARY. Zf u~C(“+l*“+l)(G) and if Wn(u) = 0 on G, then 
W”+Xu) = 0 on G. 
REMARK. Perhaps one could prove these corollaries by direct computa- 
tion, but we have not been able to do this. 
4. THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let G be the “stapler” shown in Figure 2. Define u on G 
as follows. First, u = 0 in the base and the button. Then u(x, y) = y for 
(x, y) in the handle (which begins at height y = 0). It is easy to check that 
9(u) = 9i(u) = 0 in G. On the other hand, since Z?(u) is not a Mondrian 
(look at the button), u does not belong to T,(G). Note that with a little extra 
effort, we could make u belong to Cc”* “j(G). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a connected region in W X W, and suppose 
that U(T, y) is defined in G. We say that 9,,_ iu + 0 in G if for any 
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nonempty open subset G’ G G, there exist x1, x2,. . . , x,; yl, yz, . . . , y, E R 
such that (xi, yj) E G’ for all i, j = 1,2,. . . , n, and 
LEMMA 4.1. LetWbeanopenrectangb, .9={(x,y)~RXR:a<r< 
b, c < y < d }, and suppose u(x, y) E C(9). 
(i) Zf 9”(u) = 0 on 9, then u E T,(9). 
(ii) Suppose 9,(u) = 0 on 9, and suppose that there exist x1, x2,. . . , x,, 
E(a,b) ad yl,yz,..., y, E (c, d) such that det[u(xi, yj)li,j=1,,,,,n + 0. Zf 
u = (A(x), B( y )) and u = (x(x), s( y )) are two T,,qepresentation.s of u on 
9, then there exists a unique non-singular constant matrix T = [Tij] i, j= 1,, _, n 
such that x(x) = TA(x) and B(y) = (Tt)-‘B(y). 
REMARK. Since this paper was written, it has come to our attention that 
this result was proved earlier by F. Neuman in [7-91. For the sake of 
completeness, we include a proof here. 
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Proof. Let m be a positive integer such that m d n, 9,Ju) = 0 on 9, 
and there exist x1, x2 ,..., xm E (a, b) and y,, y2 ,..., y, ~(c,d) such that 
det[u(x,,~~)]~,~_r ,,,,, ,#O. Fixthese xi,yi, i=1,2 ,..., m. Since g,,,(u)=0 
on 9, we have 
. . . +n, yr) +, Yr) I 
. 
= 0 
(UhY) *.. 4LY) +bY) 1 
for any (x, y) E 9%‘. Expanding by the last row, and using the fact that 
det[u(xi,yj)li,j=r ,,,,, ,#O, we obtain ~(~,y)=C~~A,(x)Bi(y). Hence u 
E T, c T,. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), we note that 
Therefore A,(r), . . . , A,(x) are linearly independent on (a, b) and 
Z3_l(Y), . * . LBn(y) are linearly independent on (c, d). Similarly, 
A,(r),..., A,(x) are linearly independent on (a, b) and B,( y ), . . . , &,( y ) are 
linearly independent on (c, d). Now (ii) follows readily from Theorem 1.1. w 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a connected region as before, and suppose that 
u(x, y) E C(G) and that 9Ju) = 0 on G but 9n_1(u) + 0 on G. Assume 
t%t u-has two T,-representations on G : u = (A(x), B(y)) and u = 
(A(r), B(Y)) th ere. Then there exists a unique non-singular constant matrix T 
such that x(x) = TA(r) for all xE I and B(y) =(T’)-‘B(y) for all y E 1. 
Proof. Take x,, E 1. Then there exists yak J such that (x,, yO) E G. 
Choose a small rectangle 9$, = I, x Jo that contains (x,, yO) and is contained 
in G. Using Lemma 4.1 for gO, we obtain a constant matrix T, such that 
x(x) = TA(x) for all x E I,. So we have proved that for any x0 E I there 
exists a neighborhood I, of x0 and a constant matrix T, such that A(x) = 
T,A(x) in I,. Now we just use the fact that a locally constant and continuous 
matrix function on a connected set must be a constant. This gives us the 
required constant matrix T. n 
COROLLARY 4.1. Z.et G and u(x, y) be as in Lemma 4.2, and let 
u = (A(x), B(y)) and u = (&x(x), B(y)) be two T,,-representations of u on 
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G. Let G, be an open subset of G. Zf the above two T,-representations 
coincide on G,, then they must coincide on all of G. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G, = I, X _ll is a 
rectangle. By Lemma 4.2, A(x) = TA(x) on I, and therefore on I,. But on I,, 
A(X) = A(x), and thus T is the identity matrix, so that x(x) = A(x) on 1. 
Similarly, 15(y) = B(y) on J. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G and u(x, y) be as in Lemma 4.2. Let {G,},,, 
be a chain (indexed over a linearly ordered set K, with a least element 0) of 
open connected subsets of G such that G, c G, for k < 1, and such that u 
has a T,,-representation on each G,. Then u has a T,-representation on 
U G,. kcK 
Proof. Fix a T,,-representation on G,: y = (A(‘)(x), B(‘)(y)). Now for 
k # 0 let u = (Ack)(x) BCk)(y)) be a T-representation on G,. By Lemma 
’ (0) 2.2, A (x) = TkAtk)(x)l B(‘)(y) = (T,“)- B r (k) (y) for any (x y) E G . Denote 
g’)(r) = Tktik)(x) and Z?ck)(y) = (T{)P’Z3(k)(y). Then (Aik)(x), fiTk’(y)) = 
( Ack)( x), ZIck)( y )). Hence u = (A(‘)(x), Bck)( y )) is a T,-representation on 
G,. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that on each G, we 
have a T,-representation u = ( kk)(x), Bck’(y)) such that tik’( x) = A”‘(X) 
and Z3ck)( y) = B”)(y) for any (x, y) E Go. Now let I’ and J be the projec- 
tions of G’ = U k E K G, on the x-axis and y-axis respectively. Suppose that 
x0 E I’. Then there exists y. E J’ such that (x0, yo) E G’. Hence there exists k 
such that (x0, yo) E G,. Set Ak,Jro) = tik’(xo). We will show that Ak,y, 
depends neither on y. nor on k. In fact, let (x0, yl) E G,. Suppose G, c G,. 
On G, we have two T,,-representations: u = ( Ack)( x), Bck)(y)) and u = 
(A”‘(X) B”)(y)) S 
Ack’( x0)‘= A’l’( x,,. 
ince they coincide on Go, we have by Corollary 4.1 that 
Th us, we obtain a function A(x), defined for all x E I’, 
such that A(x)= kk)(r) for any (x,y) E G,. Similarly, we obtain B(y) 
defined for all y E J’ such that B(y) = Bck)(y) for all (x, y) E Gk. Given 
(x, y) EG’, there exists k E K such that (x, y) EGO, and thus u(x, y) = 
(A’k’(r), Bck’(y>) = (A(x), B(Y)). n 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G and u(x, y) be as in Lemmu 4.2, and let B1 c G and 
Sz c G be two open rectangles with the same projection I on the x-axis. Let 
u = (A(x), B(Y)) b e a T,-representation of u on W,, and let u = (x(x), B( y )) 
be a T,-representation of u on 9,. (These representations exist by Lemmu 
4.1.) Then there exists a unique nonsingular constant matrix T such that 
A(x) = TA(x) for all x E I. 
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Proof. Since 9,,_i + 0 on G, we can find (xi, Yj) E &‘i, i, j = l,..., n, 
such that det[u(ri, Yj)]E j=i# 0. We fix these xi and yj. Let (x, y) E 9s. 
Since 9,n = 0 on G, we obtain 
It may be rewritten as follows: 
det &A B(Y,)) I. mA B(Y)) 
Expanding with respect 
. . . (Ah), B(Y,)) (A(x), B(Y& 
. . . iA( B(Y,)) iA(x), B(Y,)) = OS 
. . . GG,), B(Y)) Gb), B(Y)) I 
to the last column, we obtain that on &‘a, 
(x(x), B(y)) = (A(x),C(y)). By Lemma 4.1, &x)=TA(x), where T is 
nonsingular and constant. H 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a connected region in R2, u(x, y)~ C(G), 
9,,(u) 3 0 on G, and zB_~(u) + 0 on G. Then u has a T”-representation 
on G. 
Proof Let .9?a c G be a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate 
axes. By Lemma 4.1 u has T,-representation on go. By Corollary 4.2 and by 
Zom’s lemma, there exists a connected open subset G* of G on which u has 
a T,,-representation and which is maximal in the following sense: if G: is a 
connected open subset of G on which u has a T,-representation and if 
G* c G:, then G* = G:. If G* = G, then everything is proved. Assume then 
that G*#G. 
SUBLEMMA 4.1. There exists an open rectangle 3’ 5 G, with sides paral- 
lel to the coordinate axes, such that the closure of at least one of its sides 
belongs to G*, and G* U S Z G*. 
Proof of the Sublemma. Let (r, y) E G* and (x’, y’) E G \ G*. Because 
G is connected, it is “taxicab connected.” That is, there exists in G a 
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polygonal path y that connects (x, y) to (xl, y’), where the sides of y are 
parallel to the coordinate axes. Let p be the last vertex of y that lies in G*, SO 
that the next vertex, Q, lies in G \ G *. Let u be the segment pa. Clearly, we 
may fatten u to a rectangle 9%’ with the required properties. n 
We now return to the proof of the theorem. Let 9 be a rectangle whose 
existence was proved in the sublemma, and let 97, be a small rectangle 
belonging to W I’? G* as shown in Figure 3. (To be quite careful, we could 
have included a version of Figure 3 with horizontal and vertical interchanged.) 
On G*, we have u= (A(x), B(y)). By Lemma 4.1, we have u= 
(x(x), B(y)) on 9. By Lemma 4.3 applied to .%? and 9?r, we have 
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A(x) ===Z”(xJ for (Y < z < p. Lake 2((x) = Z”(x), i(y) = (T’)-‘%(y). Then 
u = (A(x), B(y)) on 9 and A(x) = A(r) for IY < r < p, the projection of 9 
on the x-axis. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that u = 
(A(x), R(y)) on G* and u= (A(r), B(y)) on 9. Let (c,,di) be the 
projection of G* on the y-axis. Set q = min{ d,, S} (in Figure 3 we have 
taken 7 = d,). We will prove that B(y) = B(y) on (y, 17). Let y, E (y, 9). 
Then there is a point (x,, yO) E G*. Taking small E > 0, we obtain rectangles 
9, and %‘a (as shown in Figure 3) such that 9s c 9%’ and 9s _C G*. 
Applying Lemma 4.3 to 9, and 9?s, we obtain that B(y) = Q&y) for 
ya - e < y < y,, + z, where Q is a constant matrix. Thus, we obtain that any 
point of (y, 9) has a neighborhood for which B(y) = QB(y ) where Q is a 
constant matrix. As in Lemma 4.2, we may use Lemma 4.1 to see that 
B(y) = Q&y) for all y < y < 77. Since on .@i we have (A(r), B(y)) = 
(A(r), B(y)), we may again use Lemma 4.1 to obtain that B(y) = B(y) for 
y < y < 7. It follows that Q = Id and B(y) = B(y) for y < y < 77. Hence we 
obtain that u = (A< x), B( y )) on .%‘i, where x(x) = A(x) for (Y < r < p, and 
B(y) = B(y) for y < y < 7. Hence we have a T,-representation of u on 
G* U ~2, which contradicts the maximahty of G*. This contradiction proves 
the theorem, and ends the section. n 
5. CONVERGENCE 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9 be a rectangle, and suppose that u, converges 
pointwise on 99 to a continuous function u. If each u, E TN(~), then 
u E TN( 9). 
Proof. Since u, E TN, we have 9J u”) = 0. Hence gN(u) = 0. By 
Lemma 4.1, it follows that u E TN. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Let uk(x y) = (Ack’(x), B@‘(y)), where > 
A’;‘(x) E L2(Z), B,!“‘(y) E L2(J), i=l >..., n, k=1,2,.... 
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Assume that u,(x, y) + (x, y) in L2(Z x J). Then u = (A(x), B(y)) for some 
A(r,-[:r;:l. B~Y)-[::;;], 
whereAi(r)EL2(Z), Bi(y)~L2(J), i=l,...,n. 
Proof. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. We will induct. Suppose that 
there is an infinite subsequence (k j) of (k), such that for each k j, 
A(;j’( x), . . . , A’,kj)(x) are linearly dependent. Then taking a subsequence ukj 
instead of u,., we will have that uk E T,_ i, so we wilI be able to use the 
induction assumption. If there is at ‘most a finite number of k’s such that 
A(;)(x),..., A’,k)(x) are linearly dependent, we may throw these k’s away. 
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that for any k, 
A(;‘( x), . . . , A(,k)( x) are linearly independent. 
Let W be a subspace of L2(Z) defined by W,=span{ A(f)(x), . . . , d:)(x)}, 
+, and let AJx),..., At)(x) be an orthonormal basis of Wk. Then there exists 
a constant nonsingular matrix G such that zk)(x) = Tk*Ack)(x). Set B ck)(y) 
= (7’L)-1B(k)(y). Then uk = (ACk)(x), @k)(y)). Since uk -+ U, there exists a 
constant M such that [1+ll d M for all k. Now 
ll”kl12= I[- ( ~A7”‘(x)B’k’(Y))2dxdY 
= g [x!“‘(x)]2dx.j; [B/k’(y)12dy 
+ c I;;i!“‘( x )Ty( x) dx * J, Bi’k’( Y)Ei(ky Y) dy 
i#j 
2dy = ~II~~k’(y)l12 < M2. 
i 
Hence lI@k)ll < M for all i and k. In addition, we already know that 
llX(!)ll = 1 for all i and k. Hence there exists a subsequence (k j) [we will calI 
it j&t (k)] such that 
A(;‘( x) -, Ai( r ) wealdyin L2(Z) as k+co, 
B,!“(Y) +Bi(Y) weaklyin L2(J)as k+ca. 
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Now we obtain 
II u(x, y)eipxeiqudxdy 
IxJ 
= >,im j/ uk( x, y)eiPxeiqY dxdy 
IXJ 
= lim 11 i $~)(x)@k)(y)e’P”eiqvdxdy 
k-+m IxJ i-l 
= igl [ kl$m [@)(r)e’Pldr. k’i”, ~&(‘)(y)eiqYdy] 
= $l [[Ai(x)eipxdr~~Bi(y)eiqYdy] 
= ix/A(r), B(y))eipxe’qudxdy. 
Since { eipx. eiqv: (p,q)~h~Z} has a dense span in L2(ZXJ), it follows 
that u(x, Y) = (4x1, B(Y)). n 
THEOREM 5.3. T,S is not unifmly closed, where S is the “stapler” in 
Figure 4. 
Proof. Let u be the function indicated in Figure 4. This function u does 
not belong to T,, because S?“(u) is not a Mondrian. But, for t > 0, let 
A,(x) = e for 0 <x < 3, A,(x) = 1 for 6 <x < 9, and for 3 G x G 6 let A,(x) 
be a smooth function with A,(3) = Q, A,(6) = 1, and otherwise, no matter. 
Let B,(y)=0 for yG0, B,(y)=y(2-y) for 06 yG2, B,(y)=0 for 29y 
< 5, and B,(y) = (y - 5)/e for y > 5. (With a little more care, we could 
make all our functions Cm.) Let uL, = A,(x)B,(y). Then u, converges uni- 
formly in S to u. Indeed, in the “button,” u, = cy(x - y), while everywhere 
else in S, 21, = il. n 
REMARKS. It happens, in this case, that even though u 4 T,, we do have 
u E T,. We wonder if this is a general phenomenon. Also, a similar example 
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provides a function u E C( “v”)(S) such that 9(u) = 0, T’(u) is a Mondrian, 
and yet u E T,. Finally, one can introduce the expression I,(U), where u is a 
closed “taxicab” path (i.e. polygonal path with horizontal and vertical edges) 
whose vertices all lie in G. Here 
where the first product is over the even-numbered vertices in y, and the 
second product is over the odd-numbered vertices in y. It is not hard to see 
that if u E Ti then l?,(u) = 0, but by “stapler” examples similar to those we 
already have done, one can construct u E C@‘~“)(S) with I,(u) = 0, but 
u @ Tl. 
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6. EXTENDED SEPARATION OF VARIABLES IN PDES 
In the usual procedure of separation of variables, say in Laplace’s equa- 
tion uxx + uyy = 0, one looks for solutions u of the form u = A(x)B(y). Then 
one takes sums of these solutions, does some Fourier series, etc. But suppose 
we ask for solutions, say, of the form A(x)B(y) + C(x)D(y). Certainly, we 
pick up all the solutions from taking sums from the first procedure, but we 
also get some neu solutions-witness xy3 - x3y. Carrying this out to sums 
of n products, we have the method of “extended separation of variables,” 
which we develop in this section in an organized way, not only for Laplace’s 
equation but for other classical PDEs, and finally for some discrete (dif- 
ference equation) analogues. 
Thus, we will describe solutions u(x, y) of some partial differential 
equations, having the form u(x, y) = Cr==, X,(x)Y,(y), where n is fixed. We 
begin with the Laplace equation 
u,, + uyy = 0. (6.1) 
A solution of (6.1) of the form u(x, y) =Cy=‘=,X,(x)Y,(y) will be called 
minimal (see Section 1) if X,(x),. . . , X,(x) are linearly independent and 
Yl(Y),..., Y,(y) are linearly independent. If the solution of the form u(r, y) 
= Cy= i Xi(x)Yi( y) is not minimal, it may be rewritten in the same form but 
with a smaller n. A solution of (6.1) of the form U(X, y) = CF= i Xi(r)Yi(y) 
will be called essential if it is not a sum of two solutions o(r, y) and w(x, y), 
where u(x, y) and w(x, y) are partial sums of the sum Zy_iXi(r)Yi(y). We 
will look for minimal essential solutions of (6.1) of the form U(X, y) = 
Cr=,, Xi(x)Yi(y) with a fixed n. Set 
Then u(x, y) = (X(x), Y(y)). Substituting this expression in (6.1) we obtain 
(x”(~),y(Y))+(X(~),y”(Y)) =o. P-2) 
By Lemma 1.1 there exist real numbers y,, . . . , y,, such that 
det [ Yi(yj)] ;r j_ i # 0. Substituting successively in (6.2) y = yl.. . . , y = y,, we 
obtain a system of linear equations with respect to Xi’(x), , . . , X:(X). Since 
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the determinant of the coefficients of Xi’(x), . . . , X:(x) is not zero, the 
system has a unique solution which may be written in the form 
X”(x) = AX(r), (6.3) 
where A is a constant n X n matrix. Substituting (6.3) in (6.2), we obtain 
(X(x), AfY( y) + Y”( y )) = 0. Since Xi(x), . . . , X,(x) are linearly indepen- 
dent, we obtain that 
Y”(y) = - A’Y(y). (6.4) 
X(x) and Y(y) in the representations u(r, y) = (X(x), x(y)) are not 
u$que. Indeed, let Q be any nonsingu&r n,X n matrix. Set X(x) = QX(x), 
Y(Y) =w-‘Y(Y). Th en u(x, y) = (X(x), Y(y)). Equations (6.3) and (6.4) 
for X(x) and f(y) take the form X”(r)= AX(r), P”(y)= -(A’)Y(y), 
where A = QAQ-‘. Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that 
A is in Jordan canonical form. It is easy to see that the solution u(x, y) = 
(X(x), Y(y)) is essential only in one of the following two cases: (1) A is a 
real Jordan block, that is, 
A= (6.5) 
where X is real; (2) A ‘is a direct sum of two complex conjugate complex 
Jordan blocks, that is, 
x 0 I 
1 A I 0 
. . . . . . 1 
0 1 XI 
A= 
_______-____--~-~--------_--- 
I x 0 * (6.6) 
0 
+ x 
, . . . 
I . . 
I 
I 0 1 h_ 
Equations (6.3) and (6.4), where A has one of the forms (6.5) or (6.6), are the 
formulas of extended separation of variables for the Laplace equation u,, + 
%Y = 0. 
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EXAMPLE. Let us find all minimal essential solutions of u,, + uyy = 0 of 
the form u(r, y) = X,(x)Y,(y)+ X,(x)Y,(y). First we take 
Asho 
[ 1 1 A’ 
where X is real. 
First, suppose A = 0: 
It follows that Xi = (YX + @, X, = ax3/6 + /3x2/2 + yr + 6; Y, = ay + b, Y, 
= - [oy3/6+ by2/2+ cy + d]. Thus 
3 px2 ++y+yr+S (uy+b), 1 
(6.7) 
where (Y, p, y, S, a, b, c, d = const. Some examples of solutions of this type are 
u=xs- ys, u=x3- 3xy2, u = xsy - xys. 
The cases X > 0 and X < 0 may be considered in a similar way. For 
X = p2 > 0, we obtain 
+(yeP’X+Se-PX) 
[( 2: ) 
c+-y cospy+ d--y smpy 
( 2:. ) . 
where (Y, /3, y, S, a, b, c, d = const. A solution of this type is, for example, 
u = xefl’cos~y - e”“ysinpy = Rez&‘, where z =x + iy. 
For X = - p2 c 0 we obtain the solution (6.8) with x and y interchanged. 
Now let 
where X = p +iq, 9 +O. 
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Then Xi’ = (p + iq)X,, Yi” = - (p + iq)Y,, X, = xi, Ys = vr. It follows that 
u = 2ReXiYi 
= [eXX(cwcos~~-~sin~~)+e-hx(ycosj.kr+~sin~r)] 
X[ePy(~~~~Xy-bsinhy)+e-PY(ccosAy+dsinhy)] 
+[e”X(j3cos~r+~sin~~)+e-Xx(Scos~X-~sin~r)] 
~[epY(bcosAy+asinXy)+e-““(dcosXy-csinhy)], (6.9) 
where X and p are real numbers defined by (A + i~)~ = p + iq, and 
(Y, /3, y, 8, a, b, c, d = const. A solution of this type is, for example, 
u = exxcospxepy cos Xy + e”‘sinpre+Ysin Xy = Re e(hPip)(x+iy). 
Let us consider now the wave equation 
%t = %* (6.10) 
Take u(t, x) = Cy==, T,(t)X,(r) = (T(t), X(x)). Substituting this expression 
in (6.10), we obtain (T”(t), X(x)) = (T(t), X”(x)). Similarly to the case of 
the Laplace equation, we obtain that the extended separation-of-variables 
formulas for (6.10) have the form 
T”(t) = AT(t), 
X”(x) = A”X(x), 
where A is a constant n x n matrix which without loss of generality may be 
assumed to have one of the forms (6.5) or (6.6). 
For the heat equation 
Ut = u xx (6.11) 
the separation-of-variables formulas are 
T’(t) = AT(t), 
X”(x) = A’X(x), 
where once more A has the form (6.5) or (6.6). 
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EXAMPLE. Let us find all the solutions of (6.11) corresponding to the 
nXn matrix A of theform 
A= 
We obtain 
T;(t) = 0; 
x;(x) = 0; 
T,‘+,(t)=T,(t), k=l,..., n-l, 
(6.12) 
X;‘(r)=X,+,(x), k=l,..., n-l. 
The system of equations (6.12) can be easily solved, and we obtain the 
following polynomials solutions of the heat equation (6.11): 
n d”-kT(t) d2k-26(X) 
hY> = c 
k=l dt”-k . dx2k-2 ’ 
where T(t) is an arbitrary polynomial in t of degree n - 1, and 6(x) is an 
arbitrary polynomial in x of degree 2n - 1. 
The extended separation of variables may be also used for partial differen- 
tial equations with more than two independent variables. For example, let us 
consider the wave equation 
utt = Au, (6.13) 
where u = u(t, r, y) and Au = u,, + uyy. We will look for solutions of the 
form 
u = 5 T,(t)X,(x)Y,(y). (6.14) 
i-l 
We will assume that the representation (6.14) is minimal, that is, 
T,(t),..., T,(t) are linearly independent, X,(x), . . . , X,(r) are linearly inde- 
pendent, and Yr( y), . . . , Y,(y) are linearly independent. We may rewrite 
(6.14) in the form 
u= (T(t),V(x,Y)), (6.15) 
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where 
The extended separation-of-variables formulas have the form 
AV(r, y) = AV(x, Y)> (6.16) 
T”(t) = AT(t), (6.17) 
where A is a constant n X n matrix of the form (6.5) or (6.6). The system 
(6.17) can be easily solved. We will show how to solve the system (6.16). 
Let us take the case 
h 
A= 
1x 0 
[ 1 . . . . , . . 0 1 x 
Then (6.16) may be rewritten in the form 
x;wy,(Y)+ X,wY(Y) - %(x)y,(Y) = 0, 
‘l’(‘)Y,(Y) + xi(x)yj”(Y) - XXi(x)Yi(Y) = xi-,(x)yi_,(Y), 
i=2 ,...,?I. (6.18) 
The first of these equations admits a separation of variables 
x;lw A_ WY) 
-= - 
x,(x) Y,(Y) ’ 
and we can find X,(x) and Y,(y). Assume that we have already found 
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XXX),..., Xi-Xr)V yl(Y),‘**, yi_l(y). We will show how to find X,(x) and 
Yi(y). From (6.18) we have 
x;‘w + Y;'(Y) x = xi-l(x) Y,-,(Y) -- ~.~ 
X,(x> Y,(Y) ‘it’) Y,(Y) * 
(6.19) 
Taking a ‘/ax a y of the both parts of (6.19) we obtain 
Let, for example, 
yi-l(Y) ’ 
[ 1 - = o F(Y) . 
Then Y,(y) = cY,_ i(y), where c = const, and without loss of generality we 
may assume that Yi(y) = Y,_i(y). Thus, we have already found Yi(y). The 
equation (6.19) may be rewritten in the form 
K”(Y) x = 'i-ltx) ‘!‘(‘J ~- 
Y,(Y) m- 'i(') * 
The left-hand side of this equation is a constant, since, though a function of y 
alone, it is also the function of x alone on the right-hand side. This constant is 
also known, since we have already found q. It follows that Y,“(y)/Y,(y) - h 
= cu, where (Y is a known constant. Now (6.19) may be rewritten in the form 
X:(x) + ox,(x) = Xi_ i( x), and this equation may be solved, using, for 
example, the variation-of-parameters method. 
The extended separation of variables may be also applied to finite 
difference equations. For example, let us consider the discrete Laplace 
equation 
4u(m,fl)-[u(m+1,n)+ ( u m,n+l)+u(m-l,n)+u(m,fl-l)] =o, 
(6.20) 
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where m and n are integers. We will look for solutions of the form 
u= ,jIIMitm)N.tn) = (Mtm)T Ntn)), (6.21) 
where 
1 3 N(n) = 
Substituting (6.21) in (6.20), we obtain 
(M(m),4N(n)-N(n+l)-N(n-1)) 
-(M(m+l)+M(m-l),N(n))=O. (6.22) 
Using the minimality arguments, one can show, as in Lemma 1.1, that it is 
possible to choose (m .) and (nj) such that det [ Mi(mj)]f, j=1 # 0 and 
det[Ni(nj)]f, j=l # 0. It iolIows that 
M(m+l)+M(m-l)=AM(m), (6.23) 
and similarly 
N(n+l)+N(n-l)=Z?N(n), (6.24) 
where A and B are constant k X k matrices. Substituting (6.23) and (6.24) in 
(6.22), we obtain that B = (4Z- A)f. Thus, the extended separation-of-vari- 
ables formulas for the discrete Laplace equation (6.20) have the form 
M(m + 1) + M(m - 1) = AM(m), 
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where without loss of generality A may be assumed to be of the form (6.5) or 
(6.6). 
EXAMPLE. Let 
Then 
M,( m + 1) + M,( m - 1) = 0, 
M,(m+l)+M,(m-l)=Ml(m), 
N,(n+l)+N,(n-1)=4N,(n)-N,(n), 
iv,(n+l)+N,(n-1)=4N,(n). 
(6.25) 
Using standard methods of the theory of finite-difference equations, one can 
solve the equations (6.24), and we obtain the following formulas for u(m, n): 
u(2m, fl) = ( - 1)” a[[c-~“][2+~ln+[d-~“][2-~ln] 
where a, /I, y, 6, a, b, c, d = const. 
7. OPEN PROBLEMS 
(1) If u, E T,(G) and u, + u (say uniformly on G), must u E T,(G)? 
(See Theorem 5.3 and the remarks that follow it.) 
(2) What are those regions G for which 9,,(u) = 0 on G implies u E T,? 
(3) Suppose t(, u E TcENn and O(f) = Z(g) (with multiplicity.) Must 
u = kv for some unit k E TcEm? 
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(4) Suppose u E T,(G). What can you say about 2(u)? (It must be a 
Mondrian when n = 1.) 
(5) Suppose u E T, \ T,,, _ 1 and u E T,, \ T,, _ 1. For what integers k can 
we have uu E T,? (Notice the example u = x2 + &xy + y2 E T3 \ T,, u = x2 
-fixy+y2ET3\T2,but uu=x4+y4~T2.) 
(6) If u, u E TcENv and 22”(u) n Z!!“(u) = 0, must there exist r, s E TcENv 
such that ru + su = l? 
(7) Study the ideal structure of rings like TcEN”. 
(8) Make a study parallel to this paper of functions of three variables, 
u(x, Y, z) = c;,, Ak( x)Bk( y )C,( z). In particular, if for each fixed z. one has 
u(x, y, z,,) E T,, and similarly for each fixed lco and y,, must u(x, y, z) have 
the indicated form? (This could reduce things to the case of two variables.) 
(9) What are the units in the ring T or T(“)? It is possible to prove that 
elements of T, \ T, cannot be units in T. 
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